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WALK THROUGH ACCENTS via GOOGLE. . .A video was created of Accents’ interior for Google maps. You can see it by searching for our address:
4500 Shores Dr. Metairie LA 70002 on GOOGLE. (& only on Google). When you see the Google map and the image of our building, click on the building and
then on our door and the video will open. You can then use the arrows to “walk through” the inside of the shop. We will have this video on our website just as
soon as we can figure out the instructions telling us how to upload it.

Accents will be closed this Saturday, September 17th . . .
so that Angela & I can attend a needlepoint trade show. I know, I know! We don’t even carry needlepoint in the
shop and, yes, we know that none of our counted thread designers will be at the show, but some of our thread ven-
dors will be there and they don’t attend our Winter trade show. Since we want to see their new threads we decided
to make the trek to the needlepoint show. We hope that the trip allows us to discover new products that we can
add to our counted cross stitch inventory. We apologize for the late notice. - gayle

We are so excited to tell you that the Kelly family is expecting a new generation.
Angela’s daughter is expecting her first child in March 2017. We are hoping to
have 5 generations when the newborn arrives. Angela will be a “mimi” (maybe),
I’ll probably continue to be a “granny” (although “gigi” is a possibility since my
initials are ggh and “great granny” uses the 2gs.) My mom will be a great-great
grandma which will be awesome because we had 5 generations when Angela
was born and 5 generations when Erica & Alyssa were born. I’m sure we’ll be
stocking up on baby & grandparent charts in the shop while we wait for the de-
livery day to arrive.

The first day of Autumn is next Thursday, September 22nd. Here is an
oldie but goodie chart from the cricket collection that you can stitch
just in time to welcome the season! And be sure to check out the monthly
and seasonal charts from Cricket Collecton when you are in the shop.


